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Brief Summary
-Vaping has become one of the most predominately used substances among high school students in East
Haddam. Students have easy access to vapes and are able to use the devices discretely in school and elsewhere
as they are easy to hide and have no to low odor. Students have very little knowledge of what vapes are, what is
contained in the ‘juice’ and the impact use has on them. “Kids are not well educated around vaping including
what they are actually vaping. They don’t understand the harms associated with it because it’s relatively new
and lots of kids are trying it and they believe it’s a safe alternative to something else.” Although school staff have
been given information on vapes it is very difficult for staff to monitor when students are using the devices.
Although students are given an in-school suspension when caught in possession of a vape it does not seem to be
impacting use rates.
 More education around vaping at younger ages.
 Review consequences and the impact at school. ISS not effective? How can the coalition support these
efforts.
 More education is needed on the part of adults so they recognize what vaping devices look like and the
signs their being used. Parents would benefit from some education on access issues as well as youth are
having vapes delivered to their homes.
-Marijuana use is increasing among high school students while their perception of harm is decreasing. Students
are also reporting lower rates of parental and peer disapproval. Students associate marijuana use as less harmful
when compared to other substances and more students are okay driving under the influence of marijuana
versus alcohol. Although survey data shows access to marijuana as more difficult than alcohol or vapes students,
in a focus group, stated that “anyone of us could walk out of this room now and find it [marijuana] within the
hour.” Marijuana is a substance that students will use alone or in social situations (versus alcohol.) There is an
understanding that when there is a gathering or party with alcohol marijuana is available too. Students
understand the risks of getting caught with marijuana at school.
 Continue to educate youth (and parents) on harms of marijuana use.
-Alcohol is still the most widely used substance among all East Haddam youth although rates continue to
decrease and perception of harm and parental and peer disapproval rates continue to increase. Alcohol appears
to be used in social settings (parties and gatherings) most often at private homes. There appears to be a split
among households that allow underage drinking to occur and households that do not. Survey data and
conversations confirm this. Alcohol is perceived to be the easiest substance to access (from homes and at
parties.) Students believe that their peers understand the dangers and risks of alcohol use. Very few East
Haddam youth report driving while under the influence.
 Address access issues – youth know which homes have available alcohol.
-Prescription drug abuse does not appear to be an issue among East Haddam youth. Both survey data and
discussions with youth confirm that rates are low and there is strong understanding around the dangers and
risks of using prescription drugs to get high. Students report that they have heard a lot about the dangers and
consequences of use at school.
-Social Media – impact of social media on youth is big and adults cannot always keep up. Youth do not always
understand the implications of they are posting. Adults do not know what is going on with youth and social
media.
 Youth need a media literacy course (appropriate use of social media, etc.).
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 Social media and prevention – more effective when discussed in small groups (like Tribes) or look into
how issues can be added to the health curriculum (starting at a young age).
 Support parent/adult understanding of social media, current trends in social media, and what to look
for.
-Mental Health & Stress. Several key informants expressed concern that students are coming to high school
without the skills they need to cope with stressful, challenging situations. Some worry when students lack a
sense of self-worth and the impact that will have on them. Students who take higher level coursework are under
a lot of stress around their academics and all the extracurricular activities they are involved in. Students do not
have the skills they need to manage these stressful situations. School just tell you to “balance the work”, “get
your stuff together”, but they don’t tell them how. Kids don’t know how to avoid or identify risky situations.
Students need supportive friends or someone they can trust to turn to. Kids need to be taught to identify and
skills to navigate and avoid risk. Students need activities to occupy them. Both students and community
members agree that all youth need a trusted adult in their life to help manage stressful and challenging times.
 Both youth and adults understand the importance and value for you the have a ‘trusted adult.’ How
does the coalition support this?
 How do provide youth with the coping skills they need?


Primary and Secondary Data Summary
Consumption Data (& Attitudes)
Recent use rate data confirms that alcohol is still the most widely used substance among East Haddam youth
although marijuana use rates have increased since 2010 (while alcohol use rates have decreased) and now only
fall 2 percentage points behind reported alcohol use (Tables 3 & 6.) This trend is confirmed by the attitudinal
data that illustrates East Haddam youth perceive marijuana to be less harmful than other core substances; rates
that measure parental and peer disapproval are also steadily decreasing when looking at marijuana use (Table
6.) Additional attitudinal data confirm that East Haddam youth believe driving under the influence of alcohol is
riskier than driving under the influence of marijuana and that underage use of alcohol is less accepted than use
of marijuana (Tables 4 and 7.)
Students report high perception of harm around prescription drug use and reported use rates remain low.
Students do not think it is okay to take someone else’s prescription drugs (Tables 10 & 11.)
Cigarette use rates remain low although data shows a small increase in use from 2014 to 2016. This trend might
be related to the increase in use of vapes among youth but future data will need to be examined. Perception of
risk around cigarette use is high and students also report high levels of parental and peer disapproval of use
(Table 9.)
Anecdotally, East Haddam youth are reporting up to 25% of high school students are vaping on a regular basis
which would put vaping as the highest used substance (this data will be collected in Fall 2018). Students also
report low perception of harm around vaping, and low parental and peer disapproval rates which also drive use
rates up.
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Table A. 30-day use rates, 7th to 12th graders
30-day use
2010
%
Alcohol
20
Marijuana
13
Cigarettes
10
Prescription Drugs *2012
6*

2016
%
17
15
7
4

Consequences Data
From 2016 to 2017, there was a decrease in the number of East Haddam youth arrested for possession of
alcohol and an increase in youth arrests for possession of drugs and other drug related crimes (Table 15.) A small
percentage of East Haddam youth report driving under the influence of alcohol (5%) and there have been no
reported DUI offenses in East Haddam from 2014 to 2016 (Table 13.) In East Haddam, alcohol related deaths
(non-juvenile) occur at a rate of 6.6 per 100,000 residents compared to Connecticut at 5.5 per 100,000 residents
(Table 14.)
The 4 recorded deaths of East Haddam residents from accidental drug intoxication (2015 to 2017) were all white
males between the ages of 18 and 28 (Tables 16 & 17.) In East Haddam, drug related deaths (non-juvenile) occur
at a rate of 19.7 per 100,000 residents compared to Connecticut at 11.0 per 100,000 residents (Table 19.)
In Fall 2017, 21 students received in-school suspensions for possession/use of vapes in school (Table 20.)
Among East Haddam youth there has been a decrease of reported risky behaviors including other drug use (illicit
drugs), sexual intercourse, violence, and truancy. Increases are reported in areas tied to mental health including
eating disorders, depression and attempted suicide (Table 18.)
Access Data
Youth report easiest access to alcohol (40%), followed by cigarettes (29%), prescription drugs (21%), e-cigs (19%)
and marijuana (14%) (Table 21.) Youth who report ever drinking alcohol get it at parties (someone else provides
it) and from their home (with and without parents’ permission) most often (Table 23.) Similarly, youth are most
often drinking at their home or a friend’s home (when adults both present and not present) and at parties (Table
24.)
Youth who smoke marijuana are most often getting it from a friend or peer (92%) or they buy it (49%-63%)
(Table 25.) Those same youth report using marijuana most often at a home (adults present and not present) and
at parties (Table 26.)
Youth who have abused prescription drugs report most often getting them from friends (Table 27.)
Parents perceive access to substances as much easier – 95% report that it is easy for youth to access alcohol
from a friend’s home and 83% report it is easy to access alcohol from their own home. A majority also believe
access to marijuana (85%), prescription drugs (82%), cigarettes (86%) and e-cigs (82%) would be easy for youth
(Table 22.)
Family Norms
A majority of parents’ report monitoring their kids, proper communication about substance use and appropriate
role modeling (Table 30). Parents are also setting clears rules and expectations with their children around
substance use and limiting access to substances at home (Table 31.)
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Community Norms
Community norms around substance use support prevention efforts and a majority of residents do not feel that
using substances is ‘a normal part of growing up.’ (Table 29)
School Norms
Almost all school personnel believe that schools and the staff should play a role in addressing youth substance
use in East Haddam (99%) (Table 34.) They also support having prevention programs in the schools and in the
community to reduce youth substance use (Table 33.)

Key Informant Interview Summary
What are you hearing and seeing in terms of substance use among East Haddam youth?
Substance abuse
Like many towns, substance abuse is an issue in East Haddam (vaping, alcohol and marijuana and fewer hard
drugs) but due to the fact that there have been recent heroin overdoses and deaths among youth in this small
town, there are raising concerns in the community. Anecdotally, the town has seen a surge in the use of vapes
especially among younger students (7-10th grade) and there are more students with emotional/ anxiety issues
perhaps due to social media, socio-economic or family stress.
 Vaping
Vaping is the issue most informants raised. They believe many students are doing it- particularly the
younger ones, middle schoolers, freshman and sophomores. It is happening on school grounds and
informants don’t believe kids know what they are smoking or how it may affect them. Students may
think it is safe because its legal and not “smoking”. Alcohol, followed by marijuana, were the next most
observed substances being abused.
 Alcohol
Alcohol is used and common (like marijuana). Most informants do hear about kids drinking alcohol and
smoking marijuana.
 Marijuana
Marijuana use is more common (like alcohol) and use increasing as youth do not feel it is harmful.
 Cigarettes
Only two informants mentioned use of cigarettes and with some doubt. Two others mentioned it is not
an issue at all.
Access: Where are they getting the substances/drugs?
Informants believe most kids are getting substances from peers in school or out of school. Older siblings or
peers and parents may also provide vapes or alcohol. Students are also buying vapes online. Students can buy at
school as it is well known who sells.
Where do youth use? hotspots?
Kids are using in the school bathrooms, locker room and parking lots and cars. Also using outside in woods/
different parks. Also use at: work, friend’s house, and unsupervised parties at home.
Who is using?
White male and females across the board, middle school thru sophomores in high school. Kids who have free
time and are not otherwise engaged in community/activities.
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Why do youth use?
Every informant mentioned that stress may play some role as to why youth are using substances. Stress and
anxiety related to family, socio-economics status, stress over school work, activities and their future plans are
believed to be reasons kids use. Additionally, there is social pressure (social media contributing) and peer
pressure to fit in. Also kids not feeling good about themselves, depressed.
Perception of harm?
Youth perception of harm varies by substance. Real harm is associated with heroin or an overdose “if you’re
abusing the worst of the worst drugs, it’s harmful, if you’re not at that point, it’s OK“. Students associate risk
more with selling because dealers have a lot to lose. Kids do not perceive risk with vaping. It is perceived as a
non-tobacco product and they don’t think it’s a health hazard. “Kids are not well educated around vaping
including what they are actually vaping. They don’t understand the harms associated with it because it’s
relatively new and lots of kids are trying it and they believe it’s a safe alternative to something else.”
Pot and alcohol are not a big deal; a lot of them have a “my parents did it” sentiment. Students may know the
facts about marijuana but like alcohol they are not as concerned “which is very much tied to the states move to
legalize it for recreational purposes”. One Informant definitely sees an overlap between the kids who vape and
those that use marijuana. The “effects seem far away” and “there is pack mentality”. Several informants believe
that only when something of real negative consequence happens will students understand the danger around
alcohol. There is a belief that they are invincible and that it will never happen to them.
Consequences
Most informants are more or less aware of the penal consequences of using. It is generally understood that
there is a graduated policy. The punishments are less severe for vaping, including dismissal from extracurricular
activities, an in-school suspension and counseling. If a student is caught selling or using drugs the police and
juvenile review board are contacted. With harder drugs there could be a hearing and the student could be
expelled. It seems that the previous administration was less consistent with policy enforcement but it is now
becoming more consistent. Furthermore, there are inconsistencies with punishments because each student’s
extenuating circumstances are different in terms of the number of offenses, etc.
All of the informants (except one) either do not know, or do not believe that the enforced consequences make a
difference as to youth behavior.
What about the parents?
Informants unanimously agree that parents are split on the issue. There are some parents that enforce
consequences and there are other parents who permit substance use or turn a blind eye. It “completely
depends on the family. “ “Some parents believe kids should learn to drink at home” and “In East Haddam there
is a pack of the popular parents that are modeling behaviors”, when kids get caught “often there’s absolutely no
repercussions; this is primarily true of marijuana users.“ “Other times parents are mortified.“ Two informants
mentioned that parents possibly provide for their kids. In the case of the two recent overdoses, an informant
said one parent was a daily pot smoker and the other parent was an alcoholic drug user.
What is your biggest concern in terms of youth substance use?
Biggest concerns about substance use include use becoming normalized. Additionally, vaping, alcohol and pot
are not seen as harmful. There is concern that kids are witnessing traumatic situations and that they will only
learn from tragic events. Finally, there is the feeling that informants /adults don’t know exactly what’s going on
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with the students and substance use- (They have their own subculture with social media, there are new things
like gummies and edibles, what are they vaping?) adults trying to keep up with new things ...how can they better
understand what’s going on and support students? Kids have parents modeling abusive drinking behavior and
kids need more activities to keep engaged.
What are alternatives to underage drinking that have youth in the community engaged?
All agree that alternatives to underage drinking should keep students active and engaged. There are many
alternatives in the community to keep youth busy such as sports teams, community service, Leos, employment,
music programs and afterschool activities.
A few informants believe there is a need for more alternatives. Although there are activities in town, there are
not places for youth to go where they can hang out. Not everyone is going to fit in and join these groups (listed
previously). There are great programs for middle school but not as many for 9th and 10th graders -this is where
there could be more programming.
What helps prevent substance abuse?
It starts at home. Having a parent or adult mentor connection. Someone to have a real relationship with who
understand and supports. Continual relevant education for students, parents and school staff (what is out
there/what to be aware of/personal stories). Involvement in activities/ hobbies that give students sense of selfworth.
Do Kids know how to avoid risky situations? If so, how?
Kids don’t know how to avoid or identify risky situations. Students need supportive friends or someone they can
trust to turn to. Kids need to be taught to identify and skills to navigate and avoid risk. Students need activities
to occupy them.

Focus Group Summary
Sources of stress
School is the biggest source of stress for East Haddam youth. Youth feel the level of academic stress is tied to
the classes you are taking. “Different groups of people affected different ways - Kids who are doing everything
vs. kids who are doing nothing.” Students taking honors and AP level classes also tend to be involved in
extracurriculars and have very busy schedules. As students get older other issues are balancing work and school
and college planning. Students also identified that there is some stress from family/home life – this is related to
college planning, and other issues. There was a consensus among YHY students that many peers have anxiety in
their lives.
Coping with stress
The YHY students do not feel that their peers have the skills they need to deal with stress, and for those who do
they don’t have the time to use them. Most often students “just wait for it to pass.” Students discuss coping
skills and stress management in school often. School just tells you to “balance the work”, “get your stuff
together”, but they don’t tell them how. There has been some discussion on this issue during Tribes but
realistically, most students just want to use that time to talk and finish their homework. Tribes is very tied to the
school staff who is running the group. The YHY students also mentioned that when they offered a yoga program
after school no students showed up. They do feel that their peers are open to learning skills to cope with stress
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but would like more than just brainstorming skills (“what causes you stress? How do you think you can deal with
it?”) – they would like concrete skills that can help.
All students agreed that “having someone to talk to” was important – this does not have to be just peers or
professionals, but also “smart adults” with life experience. Whether students can find adults in the school to talk
to varies from person to person. Youth felt that although there were some teachers available, some students do
not make connections with them.
Connection between stress and risky behaviors
One student in the Equity Alliance group felt there was a connection between stress and risky behaviors, but
several students in YHY said they didn’t know anyone in their peer group who engaged in risky behaviors, and
felt that substance use was more about peer pressure than stress.
Access to Substances
In general, students felt that access to substances (alcohol, marijuana, vapes) was easy, “anyone of us could
walk out of this room now and find it [marijuana] within the hour.”
 Parents – youth from the Equity Alliance all agreed that they have heard about young people getting alcohol
from parents. They all know people whose parents let them, and their friends, drink.
 Someone gives it to you
 Buy it - Some young people buy drugs, alcohol and vapes from other kids.
o Marijuana used to be sold at the skate park but that has dropped off since the town buildings began
renovations.
o Seniors are the main suppliers of marijuana
o Vapes are bought on the Internet, at local gas stations, and by parents. People also advertise that
they are for sale on Snapchat. Students who are 18 will buy them and sell to younger students. Deals
are made at school, but they do not necessarily change hands at school.
Hot spots
 Homes
 School - in bathrooms; students will smoke ((cigarettes, vaping, and weed) before school. Students
mentioned that there is lack or security or cameras.
 Outside - 7-11 and the skate park (both locations used to be hot spots but not as much recently)
 Prom has been an issue in the past, but last year it was on a boat which reduced students showing up drunk.
“Probably one of the most sober proms because of this.”
Population who uses
The Equity Alliance students felt that drinking was “very much a social thing”. And that “People do it because
others do it. It’s not necessarily peer pressure, but more conformity.” They also noted that it can be a coping
mechanism, “a way to get away from dealing with school and parents.” They noted that some students feel like
they are invincible.
The YHY students would not describe NHRHS “as a party community” but everyone knows someone who uses
substances because it is a small school and there are partiers in all groups. The students estimate that at least
100 kids smoke and/or drink on a regular basis (1 in 4). The also estimated that at least 1 in 3 students use at
least once a week. Students feel that drinking is a more social activity that happens more on the weekends, at
parties. Marijuana is something a student would do alone (versus drinking.) The YHY students all agreed that
there is a lot of vaping in school, “Half of my bio class was in in-school suspension for vaping.” Students feel it
has become a social trend.
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Marijuana use
Many students do not view marijuana use as harmful, “you can cook with it, it must be safe”. When compared
to other substances (cigarettes or alcohol) it is viewed as less dangerous, “not as impairing as alcohol.” The
youth feel that some students do know “it’s bad” but do not care. They feel that marijuana is more ‘popular’
than alcohol as “students don’t go home to drink by themselves”. Because they are getting the anti-drinking
message from a young age the message ‘sinks in’. They also stated that often students who use marijuana are
also using alcohol and vapes. The group felt that driving while high from marijuana is not as bad as driving drunk.
People who smoke have smoked it for a long time “have a better idea of whether they’re capable of driving.”
Although they noted that not many people driving high because they usually stay home after using.
Prescription drug abuse
Students did not hear much about prescription drug abuse among their peers (smoking week and vaping are
much more common). They are aware of the past heroin overdoses in the community. A couple of students
talked about Xanax being taken by students and they recalled an incident where someone was selling Xanax at
school but they also did not know if that was ‘just a joke.” It is not accepted in the same way drinking, smoking
weed or vaping are. The students have heard ‘so many times’ that prescription drugs are bad – they know it is
not good for them.
Alcohol use
Because 21-year old’s are allowed to drink students infer that it is not so bad for 18-year old’s to drink. Drinking
is more of a social activity that occurs on weekends at small gatherings or parties.
Vaping
Students agreed that young people do not view vaping as dangerous and, in general, do not know how vapes
work. Students pointed out that it is not covered in health class; in 8th grade they discussed nicotine in health
class (last year) but not vaping. [Note: students also noted that LGTBQ issues are not covered in health class.]
Youth think it is safe, not as harmful as cigarettes and “the healthy alternative to smoke cigarettes.” Students
like to vape to seem cool (socially) and there are competitions with vaping among students. “Vaping is more
about a coolness factor and the sensation of vaping.”
They feel it is mostly being done among high school students (not as much with middle school students) but
they do see ‘so much’ vaping at the high school, “seeing a Juul at least three times a day.” The YHY students
estimate that at least one-fourth of the school’s population is vaping and it could even be higher than that
(heavier use among freshman and seniors.) Students are actively vaping in school “they will leave once or twice
per class to meet up with friends and vape” or “Hide behind laptops” or “step out of class room.” The students
believe that the teachers are aware of what is happening. The staff had to go to a professional development
class about vaping but they are not sure if they still know what they look like. Vaping also happens at the back of
the track and are used a lot at sporting events. Students are always posting pictures of vaping on Snapchat both
with Juuls and dap pens (used to smoke marijuana). Dap pens are not seen at school as much because the
marijuana does smell.
Cigarette use
The youth do not know students who smoke regular cigarettes on regular basis. Most people who have tried it,
think it is “gross.” The students that used to smoke cigarettes have graduated.
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Consequences
Everyone at the school knows if someone gets caught. If a student doesn’t care about their record then getting
suspended is not a punishment, “Often, they stop caring.” They are aware of one student who was expelled a
couple of years ago but that is not something the hear about compared to suspensions. One student from the
Equity Alliance group noted that the effect of punishment varies person to person; it can be effective for some,
ineffective for others. Most of the students did not feel the punishments were consistent. The consequences of
getting caught vaping? Students will get an in-school suspension and they will take the device away if they find it
but they will not expel you for it, “There are sooo many kids in ISS.” [Note: In the fall of 2018, 21 students
received ISS for vaping in school.]
Parents & Community Members
Students noted that household rules and consequences “vary household to household” and that a lot of
households are lenient. They felt that having “overly strict rules could cause a backlash.” One of the Equity
Alliance students stated that parents should be more aware of what they’re doing around young people,
“Parents smoke weed more often than people think.” Another noted how readily accessible alcohol is at home,
“It’s stored in a cupboard.” There is easy access to alcohol at homes because there are not locks on it.
Student survey data
Two students said they would like data to be more accessible and for the coalition to promote and advertise its
existence. They suggested we:
 Place the data somewhere in the school like the library, guidance.
 Present during an assembly.
 Put it on social media (though most students wouldn’t follow the coalition on Facebook.)
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Primary & Secondary Data
Consumption Data (& Attitudes)
*National and Connecticut Youth Risk Behavior Survey

Alcohol
Table 1. National, State and Local Past 30-Day Use Rates, 2010/2011 to 2016/17
High School
Alcohol
Students
%
Year
US*
CT*
EH
2010/11
39
42
28
2012/13
35
37
25
2014/15
33
30
28
2016/17
**
**
25
Table 2. National, State and Local Binge Drinking Rates, 2010/2011 to 2016/17
High School
Binge - Alcohol
Students
%
Year
US
CT
EH
2010/11
22
22
2012/13
11
20
2014/15
18
14
2016/17
**
**
13
Table 3. East Haddam Core Measures – Alcohol, 2010-2016
Alcohol
2010 2012 2014 2016 Total
th
th
(7 -12 grade)
%
%
%
%
Δ
Past 30 Day Use
20
19
20
17
-3
Parental Disapproval
89
93
95
95
+6
Peer Disapproval
n/a
76
79
78
+2
Perception of Risk
64
82
81
82
+18
Table 4. Attitudes on Alcohol Use, 2016
East Haddam Students
It is OK to drive if you’ve only had a couple of drinks
It’s OK to drink sometimes even if you are underage
My parents don’t think it is a big deal to drink alcohol if you
are underage
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MS
10%
9%
6%

HS
7%
28%
14%

All
8%
21%
11%

11

Marijuana
Table 5. National, State and Local Past 30-Day Use Rates, 2010/2011 to 2016/17
High School
Marijuana
Students
%
Year
US*
CT*
EH
2010/11
23
24
19
2012/13
23
26
19
2014/15
22
20
19
2016/17
**
**
24
Table 6. East Haddam Core Measures – Marijuana, 2010-2016
Marijuana
2010 2012 2014 2016 Total
%
%
%
%
Δ
Past 30 Day Use
13
13
13
15
+2
Parental Disapproval
93
90
90
89
-4
Peer Disapproval
n/a
70
71
65
-5
Perception of Risk
76
67
64
57
-19
Table 7. Attitudes on Marijuana Use, 2016
East Haddam Students
It is OK to drive if you’ve smoked marijuana
It’s not a big deal to smoke marijuana
My parents don’t think it is a big deal to smoke marijuana

MS
6%
7%
5%

HS
17%
37%
17%

All
13%
27%
12%

Tobacco/Cigarettes
Table 8. National, State and Local Past 30-Day Use Rates, 2010/2011 to 2016/17
High School
Cigarettes
Students
%
Year
US*
CT*
EH
2010/11
18
16
13
2012/13
16
14
10
2014/15
11
10
6
2016/17
**
**
10
Table 9. East Haddam Core Measures – Tobacco, 2010-2016
Tobacco
2010 2012 2014 2016 Total
%
%
%
%
Δ
Past 30 Day Use
10
8
4
7
-3
Parental Disapproval
95
95
98
96
+1
Peer Disapproval
n/a
80
85
86
+6
Perception of Risk
92
91
93
91
-1
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Prescription Drugs
Table 10. East Haddam Core Measures – Prescription Drugs, 2010-2016
Prescription Drugs
2010 2012 2014 2016 Total
%
%
%
%
Δ
Past 30 Day Use
n/a
6
4
4
-2
Parental Disapproval
n/a
96
97
97
+1
Peer Disapproval
n/a
83
89
89
+6
Perception of Risk
n/a
89
90
92
+3
Table 11. Attitudes on Prescription Drug Abuse, 2016
East Haddam Students
It’s OK to take someone else’s prescription drugs
It’s OK to take someone else’s prescription drugs to do
better in school

MS
1%
2%

HS
3%
4%

All
3%
3%

Consequences Data
Alcohol
Table 12. Driving and Alcohol Use, 2010 to 2016
East Haddam
2010 2012 2014
(7th-12th grade)
%
%
%
Rode w/a Drinking Driver
31
36
26
Drove after Drinking
4
7
4

2016
%
29
5

Total
Δ
-2
+1

Table 13. Driving Under the Influence, Department of Public Security
Driving Under Influence Offenses
Year
No. (Rate per 10,000)
EH

CT
<18

2014
2015
2016

0
0
0

34 (9.4)
38 (10.5)
41 (11.4)

EH

CT
18+
23 (25.2)
8888 (24.7)
13 (14.2)
8684 (24.2)
25 (27.4)
8576 (23.9)

Table 14. Alcohol Related Deaths, 2008-2012
No. of Alcohol Related Deaths
No.
EH
CT

3
983

Rate per 100,000
population
6.6
5.5

Table 15. Juvenile Arrests, East Haddam Police Department
# of juvenile arrests
2016
2017
Possession of alcohol by a minor
14
7
Possession of drugs
4
10
Drug related crimes
1
3
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Prescription Drugs
Table 16. Accidental Drug Intoxications, Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
January 2015 – June 2017
Accidental Drug
CT
EH
Intoxication Deaths
2015
729
2
2016
917
1
2017 (Jan-June)
538
1
Table 17. Demographics of Accidental Drug Deaths, 2015 to 2017
Date
Age Sex
Race
Residence
Death City
City
East
East
5/21/2015 19
Male
White
Haddam
Haddam
East
Hartford
9/10/2015 28
Male
White
Haddam
(Hospital)
East
East
3/19/2016 18
Male
White
Haddam
Haddam
3/17/2017 20

Male

White

East
Haddam

East
Haddam

Injury
City
East
Haddam
East
Haddam
East
Haddam
East
Haddam

Injury
Place

Immediate Cause

Residence

Acute Heroin Toxicity

Residentia
l Building

Acute Oxycodone
Intoxication
Acute Fentanyl
Intoxication
Combined Effects of
Cocaine, Fentanyl, and
Heroin

Residence
Residence

Other Drugs/Behaviors
Table 18. Risky Behaviors and Mental Health, 2010-2016
East Haddam
2010 2012 2014 2016
(7th-12th grade)
%
%
%
%
Other Drug Use
3
4
3
2
Sexual Intercourse
21
22
19
20
Anti-Social Behavior
10
12
8
10
Violence
26
23
21
23
School Truancy
20
22
14
18
Eating Disorder
13
14
15
17
Depression
12
15
17
15
Attempted Suicide
10
10
14
13
Table 19. Drug Related Deaths, 2008-2012
No. of Drug Related Deaths
EH
CT
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No.
9
1961

Total
Δ
-1
-1
=
-3
-2
+4
+3
+3

Rate per 100,000
population
19.7
11.0
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Table 20. School Suspensions and Expulsions, CT Department of Education
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

2017-18
(not complete)

East Haddam High School
ISS
*
13
21
OSS
0
10
*
Expulsion
*
0
0
East Haddam Middle School
ISS
22
11
22
OSS
*
*
*
Expulsion
0
0
0
All District – incidents related to Drug, Alcohol, Tobacco
*
*
12
*The data are suppressed to protect privacy.
** Data from Fall 2018 only – ISS for possession/use of electronic cigarette
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Access to Substances Data
Youth Reported, 2016
Table 21. Access to substances, 2014 to 2016
How easy or hard it is for you to get the following drugs if you
want them?
Alcohol
Marijuana
Cigarettes
Prescription drugs (not prescribed to you)
Electronic cigarettes
Heroin

Easy or very easy to get
2014
2016
40%
40%
34%
14%
35%
29%
22%
21%
34%
19%
9%
6%

Parent Reported, 2016
Table 22. Access to substances, 2016
How easy or hard do you think it would be for East Haddam youth to get…
Alcohol from a friend’s home
Alcohol from their own home
Alcohol from an older sibling or friend
Alcohol from a store in East Haddam
Alcohol from a store outside of East Haddam
Marijuana
Prescription drugs (not prescribed to them)
Tobacco or Cigarettes
Electronic cigarettes (E-cigs)
Other drugs (Cocaine, Heroin)
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Very Easy /
Somewhat easy
95%
83%
85%
14%
28%
85%
82%
86%
82%
71%
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Table 23. Access to Alcohol, 2016
If you ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you get it? (n=165)
From my house (with parent permission)
From my house (without parent permission)
At a party/ gathering where a parent provided it
At a party/gathering where someone else provided it (peer, older friend)
An older sibling/friend bought it for me
I bought it myself in East Haddam
I bought it myself in another town

55% (79)
47% (62)
34% (43)
67% (87)
41% (53)
7% (8)
10% (12)

Table 24. Location of use, Alcohol, 2016
If you ever drank alcohol (more than a sip), where did you drink? (n=142)
at my home or a friend’s home (an adult was home)
at my home or a friend’s home (an adult was not home)
at parties
at school (during the school day)
at school (outside of the school day, eg. sports event, dance)
in a public place (park, beach, woods, etc.)

74% (91)
73% (80)
73% (82)
18% (18)
17% (17)
40% (42)

Table 25. Access to Marijuana, 2016
If you ever used marijuana, where did you get it? (n=91)
From a friend/someone gave it to me
I bought it at school
I bought it from someone in East Haddam
I bought it from someone outside of East Haddam

92% (81)
25% (18)
63% (50)
49% (37)

Table 26. Location of use, Marijuana, 2016
If you have ever used marijuana, where did you use it? (n=94)
at my home or a friend’s home (an adult was home)
at my home or a friend’s home (an adult was not home)
at parties
at school (during the school day)
at school (outside of the school day, eg. sports event, dance)
in a public place (park, beach, woods, etc.)

74% (59)
89% (78)
78% (61)
17% (12)
29% (21)
60% (47)

Table 27. Access to Prescription Drugs, 2016
If you have ever used a prescription drug (not prescribed to you) where did
you get it? (n=40)
It was a family member’s prescription that I took (without permission)
It was a family member’s prescription that I took (with permission)
A friend gave it to me
From someone else’s house (without permission)
Someone sold it to me

32% (10)
36% (13)
50% (16)
10% (3)
33% (10)
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East Haddam Community Member Data, 2016
Table 28. Knowledge of laws and proper disposal, 2016
(n=163)
How familiar are you with…
the CT Social Host Law that makes it illegal to provide a place for teens to
drink
the available resources in the community that would support you in dealing
with a substance abuse issue with your child
the anonymous Tips Line in East Haddam (where you or your teen can
anonymously text or call the Police Department to report underage
drinking, drug use, parties, drug sales, etc.)
proper ways to dispose of unused, unneeded or excess Prescription Drug
medications that are in your home

Very
familiar

Somewhat
familiar

Unfamiliar

41%

41%

18%

22%

44%

35%

36%

25%

40%

53%

33%

14%

Strongly
disagree/
disagree

No opinion

Agree/
Strongly
Agree

6%

12%

83%

46%

16%

38%

68%
89%
66%

10%
6%
21%

22%
6%
12%

Strongly
Disagree/
Disagree
11%
2%

No
opinion
1%
1%

Agree/
Strongly
Agree
88%
97%

7%

8%

85%

1%

2%

97%

3%

1%

96%

Table 29. Community norms around substance use, 2016
Please choose the response that best describes how you feel…
In East Haddam, it is possible to reduce alcohol and other drug problems
through prevention
My community perceives substance abuse as a personal problem, not a
community problem
Drinking alcohol is a normal part of growing up
Smoking marijuana is a normal part of growing up
Smoking marijuana is less harmful than drinking alcohol

East Haddam Parent Data, 2016
Table 30. Family norms around substance use, 2016
(n=100)
Please choose the response that best describes how you feel…
I am home and awake when my child gets home
When my child goes out I know where they are and who they are with
If my child had an important concern about drugs, alcohol, sex, or some
other serious issue, they would talk to me about it
I talk to my child about the harmful effects of using tobacco, alcohol and
drugs
In my own choices about using drugs and alcohol, I have considered the
behavior I am modeling for my child
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Table 31. Family norms, Substance use, 2016
Please choose the response that best describes how you feel…
I take steps to ensure that kids don’t drink in our home
I take steps to ensure that kids don’t use marijuana in our home
I take steps to ensure that kids don’t have access to alcohol from our home
I take steps to ensure that kids don’t have access to prescription drugs from
our home
I have set rules and clear expectations about underage drinking with my
child
I have set rules and clear expectations about drug use with my child

Strongly
Disagree/
Disagree
2%
1%
10%

No
opinion
7%
5%
6%

Agree/
Strongly
Agree
91%
94%
84%

6%

4%

90%

3%

10%

87%

2%

5%

93%

East Haddam School Personnel Data, Fall 2016
Table 32. EHLPC knowledge, 2016
(n=73)
How many community sectors (e.g. schools, youth-serving
organizations, etc.) are represented on the East Haddam
Local Prevention Council?
Table 33. School personnel norms, Prevention, 2016
Please answer the following:

1-3

4-6

7-10

11+

Do not
know

4%

14%

6%

6%

70%

Strongly
Disagree/Disagree

No
Opinion

Agree/
Strongly Agree

2%

1%

96%

3%

7%

90%

4%

1%

94%

4%

1%

94%

In East Haddam it is possible to reduce youth drug and
alcohol use through prevention.
Drug and alcohol prevention programs are a good
investment because they save lives and money.
The community has a responsibility to set up prevention
programs to help youth avoid drug and alcohol problems.
East Haddam schools have a responsibility to support
prevention programs to help youth avoid drug and alcohol
problems.
Table 34. School role, 2016

Yes
I feel that schools and the staff should play a role in addressing youth
drug and alcohol use in East Haddam?
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Key Informant Interviews
As part of the community needs assessment, ten key informant interviews were conducted with East Haddam
community members. This included teachers at East Haddam high school, a student who interned with the
EHPD, a person in recovery, coaches, parents, and a drug and alcohol counselor.
A general summary of each question is provided below followed by individual bulleted responses.
What are you hearing and seeing in terms of substance use among East Haddam youth?
Substance abuse
Like many towns, substance abuse is an issue in East Haddam (vaping, alcohol and marijuana and fewer hard
drugs) but due to the fact that there have been recent heroin overdoses and deaths among youth in this small
town, there are raising concerns in the community. Anecdotally, the town has seen a surge in the use of vapes
especially among younger students (7-10th grade) and there are more students with emotional/ anxiety issues
perhaps due to social media, socio-economic or family stress.
 Certainly, two recent graduates of heroin overdose. Two others that died were not as popular so not as
on the radar- but yes across the board. Kids are pros at hiding what they’re doing.
 Some students end up being drawn to the more relaxed looking students who are using substances they
follow their path as a way to relax and deal with their stress.
 The town did have a tragedy a few years ago with a heroin overdose made an impact with young people
in the community.
 More kids are self-medicating and using substances. Have always been a part of our culture; scary thing
now we have lethal synthetic substances which kids have access to the risks are so much more profound
and kids are not mature enough.
 Years ago one or two kids in crisis and didn’t know what to do and have learned now we have a special
room; another social worker, kids in every single class in emotional crisis.
Vaping
Vaping is the issue most informants raised. They believe many students are doing it- particularly the younger
ones, middle schoolers, freshman and sophomores. It is happening on school grounds and informants don’t
believe kids know what they are smoking or how it may affect them. Students may think it is safe because its
legal and not “smoking”. Alcohol, followed by marijuana, were the next most observed substances being
abused.
 Vaping is probably the most egregious thing right now -vaping liquids, vaping pot and marijuana these
are the two most known issues.
 Vaping has definitely become an issue and among younger students ninth and 10th graders. Don’t think
they understand the harms of the things because it’s relatively new and lots of kids are trying it – they
believe it is a safe alternative to something else. Lots of kids that I’ve gotten in trouble and have no idea
what they are doing.
 A change for East Haddam is that eighth-graders and ninth graders are using vapes.
 Vaping is huge in the high school; not really hearing about cigarettes; marijuana- young people are naïve
about vaping marijuana, dabbing is popular; disciplinary is about vaping; Vaping is normalized so it
seems more harmless if adults are doing it.
 High schools- lots of vaping on school property; off school property marijuana and alcohol; in middle
school a little bit of vaping; hard to say what drug of choice is-don’t know what they’re vaping marijuana
or tobacco.
 Younger middle school kids using alcohol and pot and have heard kids are vaping; opioids and RX
medicine or older kids.
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Kids will have alcohol at parties with marijuana and vapes – prescription drugs not involved. Kids like the
fact that vapes/Juul is easy to hide (odorless and small) a lot of kids vape at school because it’s easy to
hide. Informant definitely sees an overlap between the kids who vape and those that use marijuana.

Alcohol
Alcohol is used and common (like marijuana). Most informants do hear about kids drinking alcohol and smoking
marijuana.
 Alcohol has been around forever.
 Alcohol is somewhat more common - more binge drinking then dependence – one off binge and go out
for a while.
 Off school property marijuana and alcohol.
 All the above is being used. Middle schoolers using alcohol and pot -heard kids are vaping
 Mostly hear about alcohol (kids in Leos are concerned about friends going to parties and drinking) or
that a former Leo stepped away got involved in a new crowd started drinking a lot.
 Kids will have alcohol at parties with marijuana and vapes.
Marijuana
Marijuana use is more common (like alcohol) and use increaing as youth do not feel it is harmful.
 Marijuana has become a big thing because kids are becoming less concerned with it very much tied to
the states move to legalized for recreational purposes.
 Marijuana dabbing is popular; marijuana comes out as a substance being used but isn’t the source of the
original referral.
 Off school property -marijuana and alcohol
 Kids will have alcohol at parties with marijuana and vapes; Kids who vape at school because it’s easy to
hide but when they go home they will smoke marijuana. Informant definitely sees an overlap between
the kids who vape and those that use marijuana. He can think of 9-11 kids who have marijuana at home
right now.
Cigarettes
Only two informants mentioned use of cigarettes and with some doubt. Two others mentioned it is not an issue
at all.
 Not really hearing about cigarettes
 Hard to say what the drug of choice is don’t know what they are vaping marijuana or tobacco
 Alcohol, marijuana, nonmedical use of prescription drugs, tobacco and vaping – all the above is being
used - have access to cigarettes (older brother buys)
 Smoking has basically disappeared off the radar
Access: Where are they getting the substances/drugs?
Informants believe most kids are getting substances from peers in school or out of school. Older siblings or
peers and parents may also provide vapes or alcohol. Students are also buying vapes online. Students can buy at
school as it is well known who sells.
 There is a belief that selling happens in school- kids meeting at bathroom, the school tries to catch them
with cameras but that’s not possible in bathrooms. Brothers and sisters providing are likely means of
access.
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Marijuana is provided by kids at the school. Belief it is well known to police and the school
administration who the students are that sell marijuana. If a student wants to buy it they know where to
go/who to ask. Alcohol most often purchased by older siblings, or students are stealing from parents.
Vaping coming in with younger kids- freshman and sophomores.
Many of the freshman class have older siblings… And older classmates driving home. The number of
freshman who have gotten in trouble this year is very high and she thinks it’s correlated to older
siblings/classmates.
There are suspicions about dealing in school, edibles being sold, vaping products they get online or from
an older peer.
In school it’s mostly peer to peer.
Never witnessed it being sold in or out of school, heard from kids in town they get it from in school and
out of school and from own parents.
In terms of alcohol -no knowledge of it being sold in school.
Some families will buy vapes or marijuana for their kids. There are also parents who do not agree with
that but kids are still able to get it. Some students [order online and ship to home]and then stay home
from school “sick“ so that they can be there to get the home delivery of vapes and then bring them to
school to sell. Drugs/vapes are sold in school. Can buy weed on the street. Anyone in the high school
knows the right person.

Where do youth use? hotspots?
Kids are using in the school bathrooms, locker room and parking lots and cars. Also using outside in woods/
different parks. Also use at: work, friend’s house, and unsupervised parties at home.
 Bathrooms, locker room, cars, in parking lot.
 At school bathroom is popular spot, outside, in the parking lot, there’s a meeting place before school.
 Driving around, friends’ homes, outside, at work they use; seems to be normalized at work, with all their
peers, coworkers.
 Tunnels up at Gillette castle, other state parks, the pond in Colchester, parks that close at Sunset and
not patrolled.
 Unsupervised parties – parents turning a blind eye, younger kids (who have older siblings) may host
parties.
 Salmon river.
 7-eleven, in home use (parents who are there physically or mentally).
 Kids like the fact that vapes/Juul is easy to hide (odorless and small) a lot of kids vape at school because
it’s easy to hide but when they go home they will smoke marijuana. Use at house parties – small
[groups]and in basements; outside locations – woods, parks, in cars, school events – prom, graduation,
sports, games. In the beginning of the year – they were in the locker rooms Because there is no female
gym teacher to go in (hall monitors can go in - getting normalized now).
Who is using?
White male and females across the board, middle school thru sophomores in high school. Kids who have free
time and are not otherwise engaged in community/activities.
 White male, female was no real difference by gender. Girls have more severe abuse and more risky
situations. Men usually come through disciplinary system women from school referral.
 Eighth and ninth graders using vapes. Kids are over-scheduled but talk to the other kids (the reluctant
ones).
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Don’t think it’s gender specific or certain cliques- a sprinkling all over the place. High academic achievers
are not engaged in substance use, actively lobby against it YHY people and NHS lobby against substance
abuse.
Not sure if there are any differences in terms of race, gender, etc....as to who is using. It’s kids who have
the freedom to do it.
Kids across the board.
No one segment – it happens across-the-board.
Kids who don’t feel valued.
Kids that are not involved in their community (not involved in sports, Leos, etc.). The kid saying there’s
nothing to do in town. Kids who at 16 don’t have a part-time job. No particular gender -probably starts
6,7,8 grade.
Vaping among younger students ninth and 10th graders. Kids who may get in trouble are the ones going
home at 2:15 with nothing to do with or without parents at home. They need more activities beginning
in middle school. Juniors and seniors drive and have more independence (jobs?). Freshman and
sophomores do not have a lot to do programming is so important. Kids whose parents let them come
and go as they please.
Use of Vapes seems evenly split between males and females and shared between boyfriend and
girlfriend. Some students end up being drawn to the more “relaxed” looking students who are using
substances as a way to relax and deal with stress. This is not a massive group of students the ones who
started (as early as ninth-grade) are mostly still in this group and path throughout high school. Thinks
having extra money is a big part of the substance-abuse issue and the students home life also seems to
be a part of it. Kids who have other hobby spend time and money doing hobby and don’t have excess
(time money) to get involved in substance use.

Why do youth use?
Every informant mentioned that stress may play some role as to why youth are using substances. Stress and
anxiety related to family, socio-economics status, stress over school work, activities and their future plans are
believed to be reasons kids use. Additionally, there is social pressure (social media contributing) and peer
pressure to fit in. Also kids not feeling good about themselves, depressed.
 For fun, curiosity, peer pressure and feeling cool. Last year the coach had a player who posted a picture
online of himself drinking a beer. Don’t know how to answer about stress. Some students have stressors
and anxiety towards not only the people in school but also the environment they’re living in.
Socioeconomics in the town of interesting; people living in shacks to mansions and everything in
between- this dynamic has its own stresses. Other students are discovering their sexual identities and
who they are, might be uncomfortable with that. A lot (of stress) stems from the environment they
come from with your family or lack thereof.
 In teaching - he sees kids are really stressed out and stress leads to anxiety which can then lead to ways
to relieve that anxiety. Sometimes kids are influenced by their peer group and that impacts them making
wrong choices.
 Kids may be uncomfortable in their own skin -may be a relationship between substance abuse and that.
Also kids who have anxiety and let everyone know versus those who are in quiet anguish you almost
worry about them more. Although High school guidance does a good job with students struggling with
anxiety – more kids are self-medicating and using. She feels naïve because she looks at her students and
can’t imagine any of them using but she knows some are. Sees kids having a lack of coping mechanisms
…on the other hand she does teach people who struggle and she sees them persevere and graduate.
Students need a greater sense of self-worth
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Depression, self-medication, a lot of trauma among kids she seeing. Biggest stressors: family, limited
places for employment, occupying time in a meaningful way, and lack of resources, lower socioeconomic
status.
No idea – social status; [Stress?] In some situations, stress impacts teens decision to use; and others it’s
peer or older sibling for exposure; stressors could be social, family situations and money.
Stress or anxiety impacting use big time. Very much stress and anxiety related; trying to achieve
everything, be part of sports, chorus, etc. a lot of pressure to be the best (be your best self); be number
one at everything you do want to push themselves to think outside East Haddam
Cool factor; cool thing to do; so normalized. Big stressors are hidden family dynamics parent issues
impact youth – job, money, divorce all impact kids more than their grades and school stuff; talks to lots
kids that like to come to school to get away.
Sees substance abuse issues across the board and believes there are some kids in every class in some
emotional crisis. Kids protect each other and administration not sure how to get involved and help guidance is the first step but don’t share a lot because of confidentiality issues…. teacher doesn’t feel
like she has the skills to support students that might be struggling.
Informant sees the issue tied to use who don’t feel valued (as he didn’t) he ended up choosing a group
of peers in high school that were using and really brought him to a dark place. Parents are not spending
time with their kids, their self-doubt, kids needing to know there is unconditional love and kids need
someone to teach you how to love themselves.
Stress from planning in school, future career planning – the paperwork students are asked to fill out
causes stress beginning in freshman year. Stress from outside of school and society although most kids
do you want to go on to college most do not know what they want to do yet and feel pressured that
they have to know what career they’re going to have. All the questions paperwork and talk beginning of
ninth-grade about future is not helpful especially when you consider all the big changes the freshmen
have already just gone through there a lot of changes moving from middle school to high school. Why
kids start? Divorced or divorcing parents, loss of sibling not having a pet at home, lonely at home. He
sees it’s usually the people with extra time were the one selling and those that are lonely are drawn into
it.
Kids like the fact that vapes/Juul is easy to hide (odorless and small) a lot of kids vape at school because
it’s easy to hide but when they go home they will smoke marijuana. Informant definitely sees an overlap
between the kids who vape and those that use marijuana. Some students end up being drawn to the
more “relaxed” looking students who are using substances – they follow their path as a way to relax and
deal with their stress.

Perception of harm?
Youth perception of harm varies by substance. Real harm is associated with heroin or an overdose “if you’re
abusing the worst of the worst drugs, it’s harmful, if you’re not at that point, it’s OK“. Students associate risk
more with selling because dealers have a lot to lose. Kids do not perceive risk with vaping. It is perceived as a
non-tobacco product and they don’t think it’s a health hazard. “Kids are not well educated around vaping
including what they are actually vaping. They don’t understand the harms associated with it because it’s
relatively new and lots of kids are trying it and they believe it’s a safe alternative to something else.”
Pot and alcohol are not a big deal; a lot of them have a “my parents did it” sentiment. Students may know the
facts about marijuana but like alcohol they are not as concerned “which is very much tied to the states move to
legalize it for recreational purposes”. One Informant definitely sees an overlap between the kids who vape and
those that use marijuana. The “effects seem far away” and “there is pack mentality”. Several informants believe
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that only when something of real negative consequence happens will students understand the danger around
alcohol. There is a belief that they are invincible and that it will never happen to them.
 Worry a lot more about selling and very discreet – dealers have a lot to lose. Don’t really worry much
about vaping – administration will suspend or ISS but not seen as a penalty. Administration will take it
and throw it away and then I’ll just buy another one. Kids like the fact that vapes/Juul is easy to hide
(odorless and small) a lot of kids vape at school because it’s easy to hide but when they go home they
will smoke marijuana. Informant definitely sees an overlap between the kids who vape and those that
use marijuana.
 They are aware of the consequences but pack mentality comes into play and they throw caution to the
wind – there are risk takers.
 The perception of harm varies by substance. Pot and alcohol are not a big deal; most kids think other
stuff is a much bigger – a lot of them “my parents did it” sentiment. Don’t know the consequences but
know who to go to if there was an issue. Consequences aren’t always consistent staff knows which kids
respond to finger waving and which need bigger responses. Don’t think consequences make a
difference. Kids would get caught say it didn’t happen and behavior doesn’t change.
 A lot of kids know biological facts but think it won’t happen to them. They’ll “get over it” don’t think
anything will come of it; effects are far away. Kids are likely unaware; heard kids have been caught
vaping at high school, kids don’t think it’s a health hazard. Not aware of the consequences in the school
system. informant only finds out when something really bad happens and brings attention to the issues.
(Do consequences make a difference? Would have to ask high school students). Anecdotally a
graduating student who was told he wasn’t going to walk for smoking a cigarette on school grounds
 Vaping no risk whatsoever perceive it as non-tobacco products; they understand risks of marijuana,
alcohol and prescription drugs. Consequences are dismissal from extracurricular activities and believe
there’s an in-school suspension.
 Harm is associated with heroin or overdose; hard to connect being dependent on marijuana with harm.
“If you’re abusing the worst of the worst drugs, it’s harmful, if you’re not at that point, it’s OK“.
 Kids have an invincibility and think that things won’t happen to them (overdose, an accident, DUI) there
is a lack of consequences around promiscuity and what kids are putting in their bodies.
 Informant does think that students understand the consequences of use. In his class they talk about
consequences all the time. He covers all of that many freshmen are not aware in the beginning but by
the end of the year if they are caught up. In freshman year he has one unit on drug use and one unit on
human sexuality. In 12th grade he does a review and also covers risky behaviors, cardiovascular disease
etc. For marijuana it’s become a big thing because kids are less concerned with it. Very much tied to the
states move to legalize it for recreational purposes. Vaping they don’t understand the harms associated
with it because it’s relatively new and lots of kids are trying it they believe it’s a safe alternative to
something else. He knows kids to have gotten in trouble and have no idea what they’re doing.
 The opioid piece has been driven home organizations have brought people into talk about it. He doesn’t
think that students feel like marijuana has any harm to them – I think it’s all well and good and legal in
some states. I think they understand alcohol and marijuana is negative effects but don’t really get it until
something really negative happens. Kids are not well-educated around vaping including what they are
actually vaping.
Consequences
Most informants are more or less aware of the penal consequences of using. It is generally understood that
there is a graduated policy. The punishments are less severe for vaping, including dismissal from extracurricular
activities, an in-school suspension and counseling. If a student is caught selling or using drugs the police and
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juvenile review board are contacted. With harder drugs there could be a hearing and the student could be
expelled. It seems that the previous administration was less consistent with policy enforcement but it is now
becoming more consistent. Furthermore, there are inconsistencies with punishments because each student’s
extenuating circumstances are different in terms of the number of offenses, etc.
All of the informants (except one) either do not know, or do not believe that the enforced consequences make a
difference as to youth behavior.
 High school has done a good job trying to understand vaping paraphernalia and how to deal with it. Had
several VPs in the past few years but now when is consistent and kids are getting the message. Lack of
consequences around promiscuity what they’re putting in their bodies, self-worth need a better sense
of self-worth. She hears about younger kids having sex… VP is doing a good job of enforcing policies kids
have a nose for authenticity and they will turn it off if they don’t buy it.
 If marijuana or something like that you get expelled. Vaping- get suspended harder drugs have a
hearing, could be expelled for reminder of the year. Pretty consistent all depends on administration
making call -assistant principal frequently makes calls and new assistant principal is consistent. Past ones
haven’t been as consistent in the past if you’ve already been suspended for long periods we’ll only give
you short amount of time to keep you in school and on track versus trying to make an example for
someone who hasn’t missed much school. Some administrative staff have left a new staff has come in so
there is some inconsistency there. Don’t know if the consequences make a difference don’t think so –
the only thing that makes a difference if something tragic that really hits home like a car accident, injury,
and we got caught any sort of slap on the wrist doesn’t do much.
 There is a graduated policy. For minor issues like vaping punishments are less harsh. Selling drugs -call
the police and JRB. Using in community – police and JRB. Vaping is three days in school suspension, see
Kate for three sessions. second time - three days, Katie again, articles to read and summarize
information. third time is a referral to the juvenile review board. consequences - it’s hard to say if
they’re effective previous consequences seemed less effective
 Dismissal from extracurricular activities, believe there’s also in school suspension time. Sometimes
consequences are not consistent and that’s appropriate because you have to take the whole picture into
consideration. Other times there is just a lack of consistency. Don’t think it’s consequences make a
difference as to his behavior
 Don’t know what happens in the school system and don’t know what happens outside the house only to
find out when something really bad happens that brings attention to the issue. Don’t know what
consequences are to know if they’re consistent - just hears stuff.
 Don’t know the consequences but know who she would go to talk to if there was an issue. Believes
consequences are inconsistent that staff knows which kids will respond to finger waving and which ones
need bigger responses. Don’t believe the consequences impact youth behavior- kids would get caught
they say it didn’t happen and the behavior doesn’t change.
 She does feel the consequences are being followed at school.
What about the parents?
Informants unanimously agree that parents are split on the issue. There are some parents that enforce
consequences and there are other parents who permit substance use or turn a blind eye. It “completely
depends on the family.“ “Some parents believe kids should learn to drink at home” and “In East Haddam there
is a pack of the popular parents that are modeling behaviors”, when kids get caught “often there’s absolutely no
repercussions; this is primarily true of marijuana users.“ “Other times parents are mortified.“
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Two informants mentioned that parents possibly provide for their kids. In the case of the two recent overdoses,
an informant said one parent was a daily pot smoker and the other parent was an alcoholic drug user.
 Are parents setting rules? Absolutely not in the case of the two recent overdoses one had a parent who
was it daily pot smoker; other has a parent that’s an alcoholic drug user. In East Haddam there is a pack
of the popular parents that are modeling behaviors.
 Starting to see change with parents and more consequences. She was definitely considered a prude
parent when her kids were in high school. Don’t think they were consequences among many parents
then -parents sent the message “just don’t get caught”. She was an outlier among social group because
she felt it was important to preserve brain cells. She has friends who personally believe kids should learn
to drink at home although she does not agree she believes this mindset might be going on (perhaps
parents are providing?). Mostly hear about alcohol (kids in Leos are concerned about friends going to
parties and drinking) or that a former Leo stepped away got involved in a new crowd started drinking a
lot- mostly parent sanctioned.
 Completely depends on the family. Sometimes the family is the reason the student is using because
substances are used in the home. Other times parents are mortified
 Kids rarely report punishment from parents. When they do, it’s quite severe and these kids report long
history of substance use -some parents may be frustrated and react in a big way. Often there’s
absolutely no repercussions; this is primarily true of marijuana users
 There are a couple of different factions. Some who allow things to happen, you can come to our house
and drink; others who are strict – this is the letter of the law, this isn’t going to happen here and not
going to let you go to other person’s house because that’s happening there. Got to look family to family.
Some families are some rumored to drug test, the people she is friends with have enforced
consequences. Some parents may be blind to the issue.
 In talking to freshman close to 50% of the kids have parents that let them come and go as they please.
Students can be out at 11 PM parents don’t care.
 One of her daughter’s peers did have unsupervised parties’ parents were turning a blind eye. And in her
sons grade she is aware that there is no supervision with some people but in her personal circle they are
on the same page in terms of supervision.
 Some families buy vapes and marijuana for their kids.
What is your biggest concern in terms of youth substance use?
Biggest concerns about substance use include use becoming normalized. Additionally, vaping, alcohol and pot
are not seen as harmful. There is concern that kids are witnessing traumatic situations and that they will only
learn from tragic events. Finally, there is the feeling that informants /adults don’t know exactly what’s going on
with the students and substance use- (They have their own subculture with social media, there are new things
like gummies and edibles, what are they vaping?) adults trying to keep up with new things ...how can they better
understand what’s going on and support students?
Kids have parents modeling abusive drinking behavior and kids need more activities to keep engaged.
 How can we find out what’s going on in that subculture? What are the signals -who is selling? How do
we get kids to inform when they know something is going on without having retribution? even the kids
that are participating know what’s going on for the most part. a lot of it is posted on social media - if we
had access to Snapchat we would be all set.
 The fact that it’s becoming so normalized; soccer parties for eight-year-olds, parents are drunk; no place
to go (public venues for parties) so all parties are in private residence -I’ve been to several parties where
parents are very drunk.
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Feel quite naïve about substances one can come across today – gummy’s and edibles, she feels number
one drug is seen as opioids and heroin while alcohol and pot have been put on the back burner ...and
they’re all important to deal with.
Concerned the history of trauma is becoming very prevalent and will go unaddressed. it’s alarming and
sad to hear from a kid what they’ve gone through then have to come in and function. Kid who is high all
day wants to become a grower run -a business and support himself -wants to benefit people and to
replace opiates because father and brother overdosed.
Vaping in particular, students have no fear or concern about the inconsistency of what can go in a Vape
device… it’s especially true when students are buying/ selling from peer to peer.
The board of Ed needs to stop cutting programs but adding them instead especially for students in
middle school. His biggest fear is the high school kids are going home at 2:15 with nothing to do. We
need more activities not less.
Sometimes the learning process for youth is a tragic event and that’s hard learning experience.

What are alternatives to underage drinking that have youth in the community engaged?
All agree that alternatives to underage drinking should keep students active and engaged. There are many
alternatives in the community to keep youth busy such as sports teams, community service, Leos, employment,
music programs and afterschool activities.
A few informants believe there is a need for more alternatives. Although there are activities in town, there are
not places for youth to go where they can hang out. Not everyone is going to fit in and join these groups (listed
previously). There are great programs for middle school but not as many for 9th and 10th graders -this is where
there could be more programming.
 We have a great music, drama program kids are drawn to, really helps with self-esteem, confidence,
ability to make decisions about things. Sports has that too – last year out of 300 students 200
participated in sports, 130 participated in multiple sports; extracurriculars help.
 Seventh and eighth grade is a very important year to get kids involved. Need more levels of teams so the
kids do not get cut and will be more likely to play once they get into high school. Freshman and
sophomores do not have a lot to do these programs are so important. This is where youth and family
services can carry the banner a little bit.
 Sports, community service, employment.
 Sports, music.
 Activities In town but no places to go; need a youth center; someplace they can go to do a pickup
basketball game. Not everyone is going to join Leo group\sports – might just want to hang out
somewhere and clean and safe.
 There aren’t many alternatives that have youth actively engaged. Music programs in schools – brings in
Kids on the fringe. Much of it is academic-based; teachers for VO – AG and tech programs are strong role
models, very connected to students. Know kids who feel like they may not fit in – very little in terms of
afterschool activities; lack of after school bus is a concern.
What helps prevent substance abuse?
It starts at home. Having a parent or adult mentor connection. Someone to have a real relationship with who
understand and supports. Continual relevant education for students, parents and school staff (what is out
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there/what to be aware of/personal stories). Involvement in activities/ hobbies that give students sense of selfworth.
 Involvement; keeps him busy, involving them keeps away boredom, helps raise confidence sense of who
they are, and value themselves.
 Kids valuing themselves developing a sense of self-worth and knowing how to love themselves.
 Education, both parents and students and in school personnel; know what to be aware of /what to look
for, personal stories help stop it.
 One teacher said she’s worried about the student but doesn’t know the protocol doesn’t know how she
can help him and can’t go to the parents. She goes to guidance as the first step -struggles with what to
do and doesn’t feel like she has the skills to support the students. She believes in order to help with
prevention need to understand the kids subculture.
 Feeling understood and supported, not being told what to do but being helped; love that starts at home.
 Parents are a big part; a kid having a strong adult mentor; both kids involved in Leos- both wanted to
start working at age 15. We need others to talk to and other families who support -you need
connections.
 Need to have a media literacy course – so students understand between facts and fiction. Or the
implications of what they post. Might be able to revamp a journalism curriculum into school, other
schools have added it. Liked DARE -well received by kids who seem invested. Nothing like this magnetic
type of program afterword -need a consistent program that runs every year through 12th grade. Kids
sick of hearing about bullying and taking surveys -she liked the film chasing the Dragon about a mother
who lost her son- thought it was impactful for students. Need to look at curriculum for 4-12 to offer
consistently have something more than health class. She thinks tribes is a key but that is very dependent
on the teacher and the ability to build meaningful authentic relationships. Small groups are Key. Tribes
you stay with all four years and wish there were opportunities to have real conversations.
 Starts in the home; firm grasp of it through the home, talking openly with children, modern education of
the issues, bringing in speakers for assemblies.
 Prevention around mostly things that happen outside of school (hobbies or activity). Motivation from
home and not wanting to disappoint parents, and having a best friend or friends that support you.
Having other hobbies – which means time and money go toward hobbies and not other things (less free
time and money). Having extra money is a part of the substance-abuse issue and the students home life
when parents don’t seem to care is big part of it.
Do Kids know how to avoid risky situations? If so, how?
Kids don’t know how to avoid or identify risky situations. Students need supportive friends or someone they can
trust to turn to. Kids need to be taught to identify and skills to navigate and avoid risk. Students need activities
to occupy them.
 Don’t think kids know how to avoid risky situation, not sure what goes on outside but looking through
her daughter’s lens, the town is so rural, there’s less to do, their naïve and gullible. Don’t have the
exposure you would in a suburban and urban setting.
 Having other hobbies and friends that support you.
 I don’t think they’re good at avoiding risky situations. The big problem is no public transit so to leave a
risky situation students need a car or someone they trust to get them out of the situation. No way for
them to leave if you’re not of age.
 For some kids it’s family life it’s hard to avoid. Finding that older person or friend, or mentor they can
talk to you, reach out to you -a big brother / big sister program, or youth center. Leo’s are 12 to 17 EHLPC Needs Assessment DRAFT, Updated 2.20.18
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year-olds. They’ve lost 17-year-old senior in high school. Lots of freshman not too many 16 to 17 yearolds. kids meet twice a month.
Hard to identify risk unless they’ve been through it and can identify. Risk depends on the person,
education around risk is needed. They need to understand options and be allowed to make a choice
even if it’s poor but be able to get themselves out of it.
No; students don’t know how to avoid risk. It’s very polite town and don’t want to be rude to friends
and tell them not to do things. Need to teach kids to say no, teach them to stand up for themselves and
teach them to be confident.
Health teacher would welcome anyone from coalition to come to his class. In the 12th grade he does a
review of freshman drug use and human sexuality. He also covers risky behaviors in the 12th grade.
Informant ended up choosing peers in high school that were using and brought him to a dark place.

Youth Focus Groups
Two youth focus groups were conducted with students from the Equity Alliance Group at EHHS on January 16,
2018 and students from the Youth Helping Youth group at EHYFS on February 1, 2018. Following is a summary
from those discussions. Comments from the Equity Alliance Group are in regular font and comments from the
Youth Helping Youth students are in italics.
1. What are the biggest sources of stress (anxiety, worry) for EH students/teens?










School is the top stressor
o Socially/emotionally
Stressful to balance work and school for older students.
o Getting enough sleep and exercise is difficult
o Especially when planning for college.
 Family can be stressful, in regard to college planning.
Not really social media
Different groups of people affected different ways - Kids who are doing everything vs. kids who
are doing nothing
o School/difficult classes
 Highest stress levels in AP classes - they tend to be involved in extracurriculars,
very busy students
 Stress lower in latter group
Stress in home life
Majority of friends who have anxiety- it’s from school but also home

1a. Coping with stress



To reduce stress, one student uses meditation, reading, exercise.
o One student said it was important to think rationally about how to approach problems.
o
o



Learn to prioritize issues at that time
Make free time and do things you enjoy

Peers have skills to cope?
o No, no, no
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o A lot of the time, even if they have the skills, they don’t have the time to cope- just wait
for it to pass
Don’t talk about stress in school too much
o Just tell you to “balance the work”, “get your stuff together”, but don’t tell you how
o They try, but realistically, when going to tribes, students just want time to talk, finish
homework
 25 minutes per week
 One student: Tribes is supposed to be team building, but we just had senior expo
and tribes teacher didn’t know career the student wanted to go into; didn’t know
her interests
Don’t have time to look at resources to help cope
o YHY tried to do yoga after school- no one showed up
Are peers open to getting coping skills?
o Yes
o I think a lot of time when people try to address it- “what causes you stress? How do you
think you can deal with it?”
 Brainstorming skills is not as productive as if someone offered skills to help

1b. Connection between stress and risky behaviors





One student spoke up about thinking there was a connection between stress and risky
behaviors.
o Mentioned stress related to her past self-harm.
Several students said they didn’t know anyone in their peer group who engaged in risky
behaviors, and felt that substance use was more about peer pressure than stress.

2. What helps teens get through tough situations? What are the best tools to have?



All students agreed that “having someone to talk to” was important.
o Not just peers or professionals, but “smart adults” with life experience.
o Any people with shared experiences.
o

Forming a bond with someone experiencing similar stress

o One student stated that it was natural to feel the need to connect with others.
o Whether students can find adults in the school to talk to varies from person to person.
 Lots of teachers are available, but some students don’t make those connections
with them.


Some teachers, not the majority though

3. Where to East Haddam youth get access to substances?
 Parents

o All agreed that they have heard about young people getting alcohol from parents.
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o Knows people whose parents let them drink/let their friends drink
 Parents are completely wasted, so let kids get completely wasted
 Probably easier to get alcohol than marijuana because a lot of parents have in
the house
o Access from home
 Marijuana is more expensive and kids have to get themselves
Someone gives it to you
o Can get alcohol for free
o When you get it, someone is probably just giving it to you
Buy it
o Anecdotally, some young people buy from drugs/alcohol from other kids
o Used to buy weed at the skate park- this has dropped off since the town buildings began
renovations.
o Correlation between having a job and being able to buy weed?
 Freshmen probably hang out with Seniors; Seniors are main suppliers of weed;
Mixed on whether they have jobs
Easy to access
o Easy to get marijuana; anyone of us could walk out of this room now and find it within
the hour (all students agreed)

4. Where do EH youth use substances? Are there any known ‘hot spots’ that you are aware of?



Weed is smoked in the bathrooms.



Inside people’s houses





Some use still at 7-11; 7-11 used to be a hotspot.
Less so at skate park now.
Prom has been an issue in the past, but last year was on a boat.
o Probably one of the most sober proms because of this.
o In the past, people had shown up drunk; stories of people spiking the punch.
A lot of kids smoke before school (cigarettes, vaping, and weed)
A lot of kids come (to school) high.




o

Lack of security or cameras

5. Of you 10 closest friends – can you estimate how many drink on a regular basis? Smoke? Vape?





“Would hope zero”; one student said she had one friend who wanted to drink; another student
said she had a friend who wanted to drink- had parental exposure to substance.
The students all agreed it was “very much a social thing”.
Wouldn’t describe NHRHS as party community
o Cows; Vaping; Similar to many communities
o Everyone knows everyone; Small school, so there are partiers in all groups
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Estimate the number of kids using?
o 100 kids smoke/drink on a regular basis; 1 in 4; 28%
o 1 in 3 use once a week
 Not related to age or grade
 Feel like it is grade based kind of
There’s a lot of vaping in school; may be bought by older students and sold.
o “Half of my bio class was in in-school suspension for vaping”
o
o
o

A lot of vaping is seen
Probably the most common for kids getting in trouble at school
Becoming a social trend to do

o People wear two layers of pants, to hide their vape
 “Empty your pockets”- empty outer pockets
 Can’t use locker rooms, need to use bathrooms instead
 People were vaping in locker rooms, so locked up
 Being banned from locker rooms doesn’t reduce use




Originally, coalition really focused on alcohol/binge drinking; going back, thinking about alcohol, if you
had to pick, is that still most used?

o That; Marijuana; It’s a matter of how many people vs. how often
People who vape do it a lot; probably more people who drink; uncertain
o Drinking more social; Happens on weekend; At parties; Occasionally people bring it to
school, but rarely; People don’t drink alone
o Doesn’t happen as often as smoking marijuana/vaping
 People do it all the time

6. Marijuana use…



Many students don’t view it as harmful.
o They have the view that “you can cook with it, it must be safe”.
o Especially seen as less dangerous than cigarettes.
o








Some know it’s bad, but don’t care

Some kids don’t know the dangers of use, some know and don’t care.
It’s seen as “not as impairing as alcohol”
o Most people doing it are doing it at home and are less likely to drive on it
o People who smoke have smoked it for a long time and “have a better idea of whether
they’re capable of driving”
In some ways marijuana is more popular than alcohol.
o A student pointed out “students don’t go home to drink by themselves”.
o Anti-drinking messages are prevalent from a young age; the message sinks in.
Do people drive high?
o Driving high isn’t as bad as driving drunk
o Not many people drive high because many stay home while high
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Is there a perception among you that drinking alcohol and smoking marijuana is different?
o Weed = party/social drug
o Most people know the dangers of alcohol so people tend to smoke weed

o If you do one, you probably do all three
7. Prescription drug abuse…






No one in the focus group had heard much about prescription drug use.
o Smoking weed and vaping were much more common.
Everyone was familiar with past heroin overdoses in the community, and one student
highlighted the connection with prescription drug use.
Prescription drugs aren’t really being looked for in the school system.
o Not hearing about harder drug use in general.
Abuse Rx Drugs?
o Occasionally hear about it; Xanax
o Heard that someone was selling it
 May have been a joke
o Heard about someone selling once- pain med
o Not hearing about often
 If it does happen, it’s not as widely accepted as vaping
o People think marijuana alcohol and vaping isn’t bad
o Heard so many times that Rx is bad- people that use know it’s not good for them
o 21 year olds drink, so not bad for 18
o Vaping, marijuana not bad

8. Electronic Cigarettes (e-cigs/vapes/JUULs)






All agreed that young people don’t view it as dangerous.
o One student pointed out that it’s not covered in health class.
 Nor are LBGT issues.
No student knew how vaping worked.
One student pointed out that vaping helps some to stop smoking real cigarettes.
o

Thought it was the healthy alternative to smoke cigarettes

o She didn’t see e-cigarettes as marketed towards teens.


People like to vape to seem cool (socially)
o There are competitions with vaping



It’s all high school students vaping (not MS)
o “So much” vaping; Seeing a Juul at least three times a day
 At least a quarter of the schools’ population; Could be higher
 A lot of freshmen, less sophomores and juniors ;All the seniors
o Vaping actively in school
 Students will leave once or twice per class to meet up with friends and vape
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o
o
o
o

o

o

o
o

 Hide behind laptops and other people
 Or step out of class room
Teachers are aware
 Had to go to professional development class on it
 Had someone come in
 How it smells
 But they don’t know what it looks like
 Someone drew vape on one of teachers board- left there for a week
 Had no idea what it was
o One of most actively involved teachers, still didn’t know
One student- freshmen don’t do it as much as upper classmen
Back of track: used
Popular at sports events
People posting pictures on snapchat
 Typically Juuling
 Dab pens
 Used to smoke marijuana
 Brought to school occasionally but not marijuana because it smells
Consequences?
 Someone almost got expelled
 Some kids get in school suspension
 Not going to expel you
 Will take device away if they find it
Where are they coming from?
 Internet
 When you walk into gas stations, they will sell you
 Parents
 People sell them on snapchat
 18 year olds will buy and sell them to younger
 Even under 18 will acquire great deal of them and sell them to kids
 Sell them at school
 Deals made at school, but don’t necessarily change hands at school
Last year there was school snapchat story= had to be friends of friend who made it,
someone selling vape on it.
Heard from a student that vapes- he was told by administrator that he was allowed to have
vape in school; admin didn’t see problem with it because student was 18; do vaping
discreetly in bathroom
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o Know someone who learned about health consequences of vaping- immediately stopped
using
 Students know they are addicted
 Students think it’s not harmful; “they could quit if they want to”; it was initially used
to get people off of cigarettes
 People think it’s safe, not as harmful as cigarettes
o No, not covered in health class
 Wouldn’t be surprised if it’s now covered in middle school health
 Last year, talked about nicotine, but not about vaping (8th grade student last year)
o Don’t know anyone who smokes regular cigarettes on regular basis
 Most people who have tried it, think it’s gross
 People that used to smoke cigarettes graduated
9. Do you see consequences for youth who are using substances? Are you aware of kids getting in trouble for
drug or alcohol use?









“There are sooo many kids in ISS.”
Kids don’t care about school -> Use substances -> don’t care about the punishments
One student pointed out that there’s no rehabilitation, just punishment.
One student questioned whether substance using students might like to be expelled.
The punishments aren’t consistent according to most students in the group.
One student noted that the effect of punishment varies person to person; it can be effective for
some, ineffective for others.
Everyone knows if someone gets caught
o Once someone gets one in school suspension, they stop caring
 If they don’t care about their record, it’s not a punishment
o Getting expelled?
 There was a scare I think
 Don’t think anyone has gotten expelled
 One person a couple years ago

10. Do you feel that parents/community members model appropriate behavior in your world (especially when
considering substance use and other risky behaviors such as texting and driving)? Do parents talk to their kids
about substance use/abuse?





“Parents are very bad influences.”
o a lot of drinking, texting/playing games while driving
One student noted that her parents drink heavily in front of her younger siblings.
Another student stated that parents should be more aware of what they’re doing around young
people.
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A third student stated that she has no issues with her parents at home; they rarely drink, they
don’t text and drive. She stated she does see these issues in her peers’ parents.
A fourth student said she “knows someone who drinks and drives” and “could easily find a 6
pack”.
The students agreed that kids will learn these behaviors and copy them.
Drinking and driving is a more isolated issue.
o “Most people will know when they are too drunk to drive.”
A student noted how readily accessible alcohol is at home.
o It’s stored in a cupboard.
o



Parents smoke weed more often than people think

Easy access to alcohol – no locks on it

A lot of households are lenient.
o It varies household to household, and overly strict rules could cause a backlash.

11. In Fall of 2018, MS and HS students will be completing a student survey – data the coalition collects every 2
years. This data helps to inform the work with do so we have a better understanding of the needs and resources
in our community especially around substance use among youth and other risky behaviors.



Two students said they’d like data to be more accessible and for the coalition to
promote/advertise its existence.
o Place the data somewhere in the school like the library, guidance.
o Present during an assembly.
o Put it on social media.
 Though most students wouldn’t follow the coalition Facebook.

12. Students wanted to discuss why their peers used substances in more detail.







People do it because others do it. It’s not necessarily peer pressure, but more conformity.
It can be a coping mechanism, a way to get away from dealing with school and parents.
Some students feel like they’re invincible.
Some students use substances to relax, especially during a transition into a lot more
responsibility.
Vaping is more about a coolness factor and the sensation of vaping.
o Everyone is doing it everywhere.
 Parents do it too.
o Addictive personalities could be partially to blame.
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